Left-exact functors, by definition, preserve equalizers and finite products. It follows that they preserve pullbacks (including intersections as a special case) and monomorphisms. Note that any functor on &' preserves all epimorphisms, because they split. Also note that, if F: 6^ -* S? is left exact and F(φ) = φ, then, for F to preserve a coproduct Y[ ae iA a with injections i a , it is necessary and sufficient that the maps F(i a ) be jointly epic; indeed, left-exactness guarantees that these maps are monic and that the ranges of any two of them have intersection F(φ) which was assumed to be empty.
To avoid annoying special cases later, observe that there is only one (up to natural isomorphism) product-preserving F: £f -> S^ for which F(φ) Φ φ, namely the functor sending every set to a singleton (i.e. the functor represented by φ). To see this, simply note that the second projection F(X) x F(φ) -> F(φ) is an isomorphism (because X x ώ -• φ is an isomorphism and F preserves products). This functor will be called the improper left-exact endofunctor of ,9^\ all others are proper.
For the sake of notational simplicity, when F is a product-preserving functor, the natural isomorphism F(A x B) = F(A) x F(B) (induced by F of the projections) will not be explicitly mentioned.
Thus, if a e F(A) and b e F(B), then (α, b) will be considered an element of F(A x B).
For similar reasons, the distinction between sets, classes, and things of even higher type will be suppressed (except in § 5). For example, the category of left-exact endofunctors of £f and natural transformations between them will be treated as though it were a set. Scrupulous readers are invited to assume the existence of a 335 336 A. BLASS Grothendieck universe and refer to it when necessary. 1* Reduced powers* Among left-exact set-valued functors, the simplest are the representable functors. Arbitrary set-valued functors are colimits of representable ones [11, Ch. 10] , and left-exact set-valued functors are filtered colimits of representable ones. Unfortunately, the diagrams and index categories involved in these colimits can be extremely complicated. It is more useful for some purposes to express left-exact endofunctors of S? as colimits of a very simple sort, directed unions. The cost of this simplification is that one must allow, as terms in the union, functors more complicated than representable ones; one needs reduced powers [3] , which we now describe.
Let D be a filter on a set A. (D may be the improper filter, the set of all subsets of A.) For any set x, consider functions / into X whose domains belong to D. Two such functions, / and g, are equal modulo D (f -g mod D) if the set of a e A such that f(a) and g(a) are both defined and are equal belongs to D. This clearly defines an equivalence relation. Its equivalence classes [f\ D , called germs (modulo D) , are the elements of the reduced power Z)-prod X. Notice that usually a germ will contain a function whose domain is all of A; the only exception is if A Φ φ = X and D is the improper filter. This exceptional case will often be left for the reader to handle, and so all germs under consideration will be assumed to contain total functions.
Any function X->Y induces, by composition, a function Z)-prod X->D-prod Y. The reader can easily verify that J9-prod is a leftexact endofunctor of 6^. (Readers familiar with [1] will recognize Zλ-prod as the composite of the "principal filter" functor P: £? -> & and the functor ^ -> S? represented by D; they can prove its leftexactness by citing Theorems 2 and 9 of [1] . Other readers will note that D-prod is a filtered colimit of representable functors and is therefore left-exact by Theorem 9. 5. 2 of [11] .) Notice that, if D is an improper filter, then Z)-prod is the improper left-exact functor.
A set-valued F: ^ -> S* on an arbitrary category is called weakly reprensentable if there exist an object A in <& and an element a e F(A) such that, for every object B of ^ and every b e F(B), there is an /: A -• B in ^ such that F(f)(a) = b. (If / were required to be unique, then A would represent F and a would be a universal element. Without the uniqueness condition, F is merely a quotient of the representable functor S? (A, -) , and a is sometimes called a "versaΓ element for F.) Note that any reduced power functor D-prod is weakly representable; one can take A to be the set on which D is a filter (or A = ψ if D is improper) and a e D-prod A to be the germ of the identity map of A. This remark establishes half of the following theorem. 
(kf) (a) = F(lf) (a), there exists q e F(Q) such that a = F(j) (q).
As F is proper, it follows that Q Φ φ; the existence of g then implies E Φ φ. Therefore, there is a map h making the upper triangle in the diagram commute. Then fj -ig = ihj, so
as required. This completes the proof of the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Every left-exact endofunctor F of Sf is the directed union of subfunctors naturally isomorphic to reduced powers. If F is proper, the subfunctors may be taken to be the functors F A>a defined above.
(Notice that, if F is improper, then F A , a is F when A is empty but fails to be left-exact when A is nonempty.)
As an application of Theorem 2, I sketch an analysis of the collection Nat (F, G) of natural transformations from one left-exact endofunctor of £f to another. By Theorem 2, these functors may be written as F = Limy (D r prod) and G -Lim* (ϋ^-prod), where i and j range over directed classes and where the transition maps jDy-prod -> D jf , -prod are monic natural transformations. It is clear, from the definition of colimit, that Nat (F f (?) = Lim Nat (ZVprod, Lim (# r prod)) .
i
Now any natural transformation from Z> r prod into Lim^ (2^-prod) must in fact map into a single J^-prod (because jD/-prod is weakly representable), so Nat (F, G) = Lim Lim Nat (D r prod, J^-prod) .
The problem is thus reduced to the special case that both F and G are reduced powers.
Omitting the subscripts i and j, consider a natural transformation a: [1] ; then the preceding discussion may be summarized as follows. THEOREM 
The category of weakly representable left-exact endofunctors of £f is dual to &. The category of all left-exact endofunctors of S? is dual to a full subcategory of the category of proobjects in &.
Pro-objects are defined in [5] , but for the purposes of this theorem one must relax the definition to allow the inverse systems 340 A. BLASS to be proper classes. The need for large indexing classes will be considered further in § 5.
In the duality considered in Theorem 3, the identity functor on £f corresponds to the principal filter on a singleton. Since this filter is terminal in ^, (and in the category of pro-objects) the identity functor is initial in the category of left-exact endofunctors of £f. (a) . For each a e I, let A a = f^iBJ Q A, so A is the coproduct of the A a , with injections j a . Also, let f a : A a -> B a be the restriction of /. Thus, the diagram u without the dotted arrow, commutes. As F preserves the coproduct A of {A a \ael}y a must be in the range of some F(j a ). Fix this a e /, and let q e F(A a ) satisfy a = -F(i α ) (q). As F is proper, the existence of q implies that A a Φ ψ, so there exists g: A ->• A a with goj a = identity of A a . Then fj a = i a f a gj a , so Thus, the study of coproduct-preserving left-exact functors reduces to the study of coproduct-preserving reduced powers. THEOREM 
The reduced power D-prod preserves finite coproducts if and only if D is an ultrafilter. It also preserves it-indexed coproducts if and only if the intersection of any fc sets in the ultrafilter D is itself in D.

Proof. D-prod preserves the empty coproduct if and only if D is proper (by inspection).
Suppose D is a filter on A and D-prod preserves finite coproducts. The argument for Λ>indexed coproducts is the same.
Theorems 2, 4, and 5 immediately imply the following corollary, which is also obtainable from Theorem IV 1.4 of [10] ; using Theorem 3 also, one obtains the result of Joyal [6] (modulo set-class difficulties to be considered in § 5). I thank G. Reyes for bringing these references to my attention.
COROLLARY.
The left-exact endofunctors of S? that preserve finite coproducts are (up to natural isomorphism) the same as the directed unions of ultrapowers.
Directed unions of ultrapowers are the same as limit ultrapowers, as defined in [7] .
4* Preservation of coequalizers* THEOREM 6. A proper left-exact endofunctor of S^ preserves coequalizers if and only if it preserves countably-indexed coproducts.
Proof. Let FiS"-*^ be proper and left-exact. Suppose that preserved by F as F is left-exact.) Thus, it is impossible to partition F(N) into two nonempty disjoint subsets both closed under F(S). Using the equations Sί n = ΐ Λ+1 , one easily sees that the set
, } is closed under F(S). (Here n is the unique member of the range of F(i n ). Note that all the n are distinct, because F is left-exact, and that F(S) (n) = n + 1.) I claim that F(N) -N is also closed under F(S). For suppose p 6 F(N) -AT and F(S) (p) = ne N. As ί 0 and S have pullback ( = intersection) φ and F is proper and leftexact, we see that 0 $ Range of F(S), so n = k + 1 for some & and n = F(S) (k). But S is monic, so i^(S) is monic, so p = ϊc, a contradiction. Thus both N and F(iV) -N are closed under F(S), and therefore N = F(N).
(For functors that are known to preserve finite coproducts, the preceding argument could be replaced by a reference to Freyd's characterization [4] of natural-number-objects in topoi.) Consider now an arbitrary countably indexed coproduct A = JlneN^n with injections j n . Let F:A->N be the map sending all of A n to n; thus is a pullback. As F is left-exact, the range of F(j % ) is the preimage of n under the map F(f). But the union of these preimages is all of F(A) because F(N) = N. Therefore, the maps F(j n ) are jointly epic, as required.
Conversely assume F preserves countably indexed coproducts (and is proper and left-exact as always). To show that F preserves coequalizers, consider the following detailed description of how the coequalizer of a pair A \ B is to be found in S^. First, let R >-> B x B be the image of (/, g):A~+BxB, and let Δ:B>->B x B be the diagonal. Second, define inductively
Here t: B x B->B x B is the map (p 2f p^) that interchanges the two factors, and the composite So T of two relations in defined by forming the pullback
and then taking the image of P->B x B x B { -^> B x B. Third, define R to be the union of all the R n . Finally, let B ^C be the unique epimorphism such that
is a pullback. Then h is the coequalizer of / and g. By inspecting this description of coequalizers, one sees that F preserves them provided it preserves images and countable unions, for all the other concepts used in the description are preserved by all left-exact functors. But the image of X-^> Y can be described (up to isomorphism) as the middle object in an epi-mono factorization X -» I >-» Y of k, and countable unions can be described as images of countable coproducts. But F preserves epimorphisms (see § 0), monomorphisms, and countable coproducts, so it preserves images and countable unions as well.
It is well-known (see, for example [8, Thm. 2.1] ) that any ultrafilter closed under countable intersections is necessarily closed under -indexed intersections for all cardinals it smaller than the firstmeasurable cardinal. (By convention, if there is no measurable cardinal, every cardinal is to be considered "smaller than the first measurable cardinal." in this situation, only principal ultrafilters are closed under countable intersections.) Combining this fact with Theorems 4, 5 and 6, one immediately obtains the following corollary.
COROLLARY. All exact endofunctors of £f preserve all tt-indexed coproducts for all cardinals K smaller than the first measurable cardinal.
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If there is no measurable cardinal, then exact endofunctors of Sp reserve all coproducts; since every set is a coproduct of singletons, it follows that these functors are naturally isomorphic to the identity. On the other hand, if there is a measurable cardinal tc and if D is a /c-complete non-principal ultrafilter on tc, then D-prod is an exact functor (by Theorems 5 and 6) not naturally isomorphic to the identity (because D-prod tc is not isomorphic to tc). These remarks prove the following theorem. Call a functor F: £f -* </* /c-bounded if, for every A and every aeF(A), there is an inclusion i:X>-> A such that X has cardinality at most tc and a e Range of F(i). Call F bounded if it is /r-bounded for some cardinal tc (a set). It is easy to see that a left-exact F is the union of a set-indexed directed family of reduced powers if and only if it is bounded. Thus, the problem amounts to asking whether every left-exact endofunctor of Sf is bounded.
Suppose F is an unbounded left-exact endofunctor of £f. For any cardinal tc, there are A and a e F(A) such that a doesn't come from any subset of A of cardinality ^ tc. In the proof of Theorem 1, the subfunctor F A>a of F is isomorphic to D-prod where the filter D contains no sets of cardinality <Ξ tc. Such a D can be extended to an ultrafilter E that also contains no sets of cardinality ^tc. Since any germ modulo D is included in a unique germ modulo E, there is a natural map from D-prod X onto JS'-prod X for all X. Therefore,
Since tc was arbitrary, there are uniform ultrafilters E on arbitrarily large cardinals such that, for all X, \E-vτoάX\ <; \F(X)\. Now consider the following hypothesis, first suggested by Keisler:
(R) Every uniform ultrafilter on an infinite cardinal tc is regular .
For the definition of regular, see [2] . The only fact about regularity that is needed here is that, if E is /c-regular and X is infinite, then l^-prodXI ^ \X\ g . This fact, proved in [2, Prop. 4.3.7] , together with the preceding remarks, clearly shows that hypothesis (R) implies that all left-exact endofunctors of Sf are bounded. It should be noted that (R) (or at least the consistency of (R)) is not entirely implausible. It is known that the case tz = ^0 of (R) is true [2, Prop. 4.3.4] , and, if GodeΓs axiom of constructibility holds, then (R) is true for all tc < y$ ω . (See [9] for the case /c -fc^; the remaining cases are unpublished work of Jensen.) It seems plausible that (R) might hold in the constructible universe; even if it does not, there is hope for weaker hypotheses, like Conjecture 4 in Appendix B of [2] , which still suffice to imply boundedness of all left-exact F:S^ -^.
On the other hand, (R) is false if measurable cardinals exist. However, even in this situation, it may still be the case that all left-exact endofunctors of 6^ are bounded. Indeed, the only construction of an unbounded left-exact endofunctor of 6^ that I know is the following, which requires a proper class of measurable cardinals.
Let M be the class of measurable cardinals, assumed to be unbounded. For each iceM, let D κ be a nonprincipal /r-complete ultrafilter on tz. Let / be the class of finite subsets of M, directed by inclusion. For i -{ιc l9 , κ n }el 9 with tc ι < < tc nJ let F τ = jD^-prod D^-prod, and let F -him ιeI F t . The transition maps F % -> Fj{i £ j) of the direct system are obtained by composing the unique natural transformations Id ~~* ZVprod with the various IΛ-prod's. For any set X, the A-prod's for ιc> \X\ have no effect on X, by Theorem 5; so F(X) can be computed as the limit of the Fi(X) where iel and every /cei is <; \X\. This shows that F(X) is a set, so F is well-defined. It is clearly left-exact. But it is not bounded because it has all the ^-prod's as subfunctors. Thus, assuming sufficiently strong large cardinal axioms, one can obtain unbounded left-exact endofunctors of £f. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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